
JUNE 3, 2010

H.E. Rev. Harris Majeke, High 
Commissioner of the Republic of 
South Africa and Vikramjit S. 
Sahney, hosted an evening 'Friends 
of South Africa' and felicitation 
dinner in honour of Dr. Jacob Zuma, 
Hon'ble President of the Republic of 
South Africa during his first state visit 
to India as head of the State.

Accompanying Dr. Zuma from South 
Africa in this mega event was a 
strong delegation comprising of 
Madame Maite N. Mashabane, - Minister of 
International Relations & Co-operation, S.A.; 
Madame Tina Joemat-Pettersson, Minister of 
Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries; Madame 
Sibusiso Ndebele, Minister of Transport; 
Madame Lindiwe Sisulu, Minister of Defence & 
Military Veterans; Madame Siphiwe Nyanda, 
Minister of Communications; and Madame 
Barbara Hogan, Minister of Public Enterprises. 

The Indian side was represented by several 
dignitaries such as Dr. M.S. Gill – Minister of 
Youth Affairs & Sports; Mr. Suresh Kalmadi, 
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A Candle loses nothing by
lighting another candle

(Erin Majors)

Vikramjit Singh Sahney
Padma Shri

VIKRAMJIT SINGH SAHNEY

FRIENDS OF SOUTH AFRICA

Jubiliant Trio – H.E. Dr. Zuma, President of Republic of South Africa flanked by 
Vikramjit Sahney & H.E. Harris Majeke, High Commissioner of South Africa

Vikramjit Sahney on podium as Dr. Zuma listens intently with his group of ministers including 
Maite Mashabane, Minister of International Relations & Cooperation 

Member  of  Par l iament  &  Cha i rman,  
Commonwealth Games 2010; Mr. O.P. Chautala- 
Member of Parliament; Mr. Tarlochan Singh, 
Member of Parliament; Ms. Alka Lamba – Gen. 
Secy., Congress and several others. 

Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Zuma said, “ India 
and South Africa are bound together by 
everlasting long traditions of friendship and 
common historical struggle against the evils of 
colonialism, apartheid, racism and injustice of 
all sorts. Both the countries have several 
profound reasons for strategic & responsible 
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partnership to achieve the common objective and mutual 
benefits in combating poverty and promoting peace, stability 
and sustainable development. This is an excellent opportunity 
to further ties between India and the Republic of South Africa. I 
have come to use this platform to enlarge the canvas of scope 
to add depth and breadth to the geographical reach between 
ministry and the trade community in both the nations”. 

Admiring the philanthropic side of Dr. Zuma, Vikramjit Sahney 
observed, “Dr. Zuma, as an epitome of selfless service, has been 
a catalyst in helping to create a society that recognizes the 
development of individuals and communities to be of more 
relevance & prominence than any return on equity. His tireless 
dedication to several burning issues like education for 
disadvantaged children; HIV; quality of living for women & 
children etc. brings us even closer to him in bondage in 
combating the huge challenges through innovative 
programmes, directly or indirectly, as responsible members of 
the civil society beyond borders.”

He concluded by adding in Zulu, the most widely 

4TH JUNE, 2010

It was a historic moment 
when Vikramjit Sahney 
welcomed Dr. Jacob Zuma, 
the President of Republic of 
South Africa and his visiting 
delegation on behalf of 
Federat ion  of  Ind ian  
Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry. It was the largest 
ever business delegation 
from South Africa to India 
headed by any Head of State.

Vikramjit applauded Dr. Zuma & Mr. Anand Sharma in his 
welcome address stating, “Furthering the already evolving 
social, cultural and economic ties, it is the visionaries and 
leaders like Dr. Zuma, Hon'ble President of South Africa and Mr. 
Anand Sharma, Hon'ble Minister of Commerce & Industries, 

DR. JACOB ZUMA HEADING INDO-SOUTH AFRICA ROUNDTABLE BUSINESS MEETING 

Bonding beyond boundaries – Dr. Zuma & Vikramjit Sahney

Dignitories at the dais listen with rapt attention to what Vikramjit Sahney has to say.

Vikramjit Sahney with Dr. Zuma, President of South Africa & Mrs. Maite Mashabane, 
Minister of International Relations & Co-operation, South Africa

Life is a mix of seriousness & smiles at the same time 
with Dr. Zuma.

who have taken the 
bilateral relations to the 
next level and this august 
gathering here today 
vindicates it.” 

H e  f u r t h e r  a d d e d ,  
”Although India and Africa 
share a robust relationship 
t h e r e  a r e  a l s o  t h e  
challenges to overcome to 
further strengthen the 
India-Africa Partnership in 

21st Century so as to promote sustainable development in 
Africa. Together we will succeed. As, together we were 
victorious yesterday against colonialism, apartheid, racism 
and injustice and today nothing will prevent India and 
South Africa from succeeding on strategic partnership in this 
21st Century.”

spoken  language  
o f  S o u t h  A f r i ca ,  
“ M a s i b a m b a n e n i  
ngezandla ukuze 
sakhe likusasa ne 
b u d l e l w a n e  
obucinile phakathi 
kwe Mzanzi Afrika 
Kanye ne India ……… 
H A L A L A“  w h i c h  
means “Let us join 
hands together for long term partnership because 21st century 
belongs to India and South Africa. Long live India – South Africa 
brotherhood.” …………and Dr. Zuma hugged him amidst joyful 
exultation !

The evening was further livened up by a scintillating 
performance by Edward Maya, the international rock star of 
Romanian origin who has already created waves the world over 
by his hit 'Stereo Love'.
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January 12, 2010

To art iculate and to encourage 
multilateral trade, business & investment 
as well as the marketing of Indian sports 
and goods within Commonwealth 
countries, Vikramjit Sahney, as Co-Chair, 
Commonwealth Business Club of India 
(CBCI), hosted an Indo-South Africa 
roundtable on 12th January 2010 at 
Johannesburg, South Africa. The 
roundtable was hosted on the sidelines 
of Queen's Baton traverse to that country 
on way to reaching its final host country 
that is India. The roundtable also had its 
significance owing to the support that it 
received from Department of Trade & 
Industry (DTI) & Business Unity South 
Africa (BUSA) as partners, the nodal 
bodies as catalysts for facilitating 
bilateral and multilateral trade out of its 
countries.

Indo-South Africa Roundtable in Johannesburg, South Africa

DECEMBER 15-16, 2009

Vikramjit Sahney participated in the valedictory & award session 
of Global Sports Summit 'TURF 2009' - Convention on Business 
of Sports on 15 - 16 December 2009 organised by Federation of 
Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry in Federation House, 
New Delhi. The convention had United Kingdom as Partner 
Country and Ethiopia as the Focus Country. 

Although the 'Turf 2009' was India's first mega Convention on 
the Business of Sports, the two day Convention opened new 
vistas for unlocking the huge potential of the Indian sports 
market and putting it on the world's sporting map. It provided a 
strong platform to the stakeholders to focus on issues ranging 

FICCI GLOBAL SPORTS SUMMIT, International Convention on the Business of Sports

At the Award Ceremony for our sportsmen who have done India proud. (from L to R) Vijender Singh, Vikramjit Sahney, Sh. Atul Singh, 
Sh. Milkha Singh, Virdhawal Khare Dr. Mitra &  Prashant Kamaalkar.

Madame Maite Mashabane ,  the 
Honourable Minister of International 
Relations & Co-operation, graced the 
event with her presence and accepted the 
Queen's Baton from Vikramjit Sahney on 
the occasion. The roundtable was a 
w h o p p i n g  s u c c e s s  w i t h  s t ro n g  
participation of more than 50 magnates 
from business fraternity who are already 
doing business or seeking investment 
opportunities in both sides of the globe. 
The roundtable was of great significance 
strategically as it had the full support of 
ministry of commerce & industry, 
government of India and FICCI to draw 
investment advantages with ever growing 
India's GDP.

The conference was followed by lunch 
and cultural panorama in the true spirit of 
celebrating the journey of the baton to 
commonwealth countries. 

Seen in the picture, amongst others, are Maite N. 
Mashabane-Hon’ble Minister of International Relations & 
Co-operation, S.A.; Vikramjit S. Sahney, Co-Chair-Business 
Club of India; on occasion of the dinner reception hosted 
during the arrival of Queen’s Baton in Johannesburg 
amidst cultural show & Business Roundtable showcasing 
Incredible India

from Sports as an Industry and the opportunities like 
investment, development of infrastructure for sports, public – 
private partnership, importance of sports science & its medicine 
etc. 

The Summit brought together a powerful community of leaders 
in sports, corporate and Government who set the agenda for the 
sports industry. After the handing over of the awards to eminent 
sportspersons, Vikramjit Sahney observed in his concluding 
remarks, “I am optimistic that the Indian sports market will 
receive a major fillip as 'Turf 2009' will be followed by sporting 
extravaganzas like the Commonwealth Games 2010, ICC 
Cricket World Cup 2011 and Formula 1 championship”.
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February 16, 2010

As Senior Vice President, SAARC Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry (SAARC CCI), Vikramjit Sahney hosted a felicitation 
dinner in honour of Mr. Annisul Huq, President SAARC Chamber 
of Commerce & Industry on 16th February 2010 at Hotel Le-
Meridien, New Delhi. 

While felicitating Mr. Huq, Vikramjit Sahney said, “the need is to 
work towards promoting brotherhood and building up 
confidence and to handle carefully the issues concerning 
member countries for positive trade and economic cooperation 

between the south asian 
countries to attain global 
scale and sustainable 
foothold in international 
markets”.

Vikramjit Singh further 
o b e rs e r ve d  t h at  t h e  
objective of the SAARC CCI 
is to build bridges and to 
e s t a b l i s h  l o n g - t e r m  

AN EVENING OF FELICITATION FOR 
JANAB ANNISUL HUQ, PRESIDENT SAARC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY

14-16 FEBRUARY 2010

The conference was inaugurated by Dr. Karan Singh, President, 
ICCR and well attended by dignitaries like Ambassador Kant K. 
Bhargava, Former Secretary-General, SAARC & International 
Advisor, South Asian Centre for Policy Studies [SACEPS]; Mr. 
Annisul Huq, President, SAARC Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry ; Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, Member of Parliament 
and President SAARC law; Dr. Peter Gey, Resident 
Representative, Friedrich-Ebert Stiftung; Dr.Sridhar Khatri, 
Executive Director, SACEPS and Mr. C. Ramakrishnan, Executive 
Director, AMDISA; Vikramjit Sahney, Sr. Vice President, SAARC 
Chamber of Commerce & Industry and many others. 

The sessions included Regional Developments and Approaches 

Regional Consultations on Enhancing Intra-regional Connectivity (2010-2020) in South Asia 
and Precursor to SAFTA in Kathmandu

Janaab Annisul Huq being welcomed  
by Vikramjit Sahney

On a common platform in Kathmandu

H.E. Dr. Sheel Kant Sharma being presented
with SAARC Memento

 Vikramjit S. Sahney addressing the august gathering 

economic ties between the south asian countries. He said, “ it is 
time for overall exploration of opportunity areas and key policy 
changes needed to exploit them; we need to engage in 
Industry-specific discussions with Individual ministries / 
industry representatives pitching for the business 
opportunities in their sectors; work out the opportunities for 
one-to-one meetings between CEOs and other businessmen to 
take the economy of the region on a faster track”. 

; Intra-regional Connectivity and Economic Integration in South 
Asia ; Regional Concerns and Initiatives: Border Policy and 
Transport Management Issues; Towards Better and Holistic 
Intra-regional Connectivity in South Asia: Program of Action 
for 2010-20 and Adoption of Recommendations for “SAARC 
Decade for Strengthening Intra-regional Connectivity” 

While speaking on the topic 'adoption of recommendations for 
strengthening Intra-regional connectivity' , Vikramjit Sahney 
said, “For me connectivity is - connectivity through developing 
complimentary infrastructure; trade in goods & services; 
connectivity in energy & harmonization of resources as also 
through people & ideas. South Asia is the least integrated 
region in the world. There is a need to strengthen 
infrastructure and enhance connectivity within SAARC. We 
have to proceed 
from speeches to 
action. Only then 
will we be able to 
forge a South 
Asian community 
and to transform 
ourselves in to 
South Asia Inc 
thus becoming 
the engine of 
growth for the 
global economy.”
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2nd India Arab Investment Projects Conclave 
under the aegis of India-Arab Co-operation Forum

February 8-9, 2010

Vikramjit Sahney participated in 2nd India Arab Investment 

conclave as a speaker that was jointly hosted by Ministry of 

External Affairs, Government of India, League of Arab States 

and FICCI. 

The investment conclave that was inaugurated by Mr. Anand 

Sharma, Hon'ble Minister for Commerce & Industry, Govt. of 

India, met with resounding success as ministers, senior govt. 

officials and senior officials from major Arab business and 

investment agencies participated and presen-ted their views 

during the conclave. Most significantly, over hundred and 

March 6, 2010

It was a total sweep of award evening when the debut album of 
Vikramjit Sahney 'Tere Ishq Nachaya' bagged three awards in the 
PTC Punjabi Music Awards held on 6th March 2010 at Jalandhar. 
Simple words that form the lyrics of this album have been on 
everyone's lips since centuries. High level of energy of 
contemporary Punjabi music and words that touch the hearts of 
young and old alike made this album extremely popular from the 

An Evening of Music Awards organised by PTC

Deeply involved in Indo-Arab Investment Projects Conclave are (from L to R) Mr. Saleh Aladdad, 
Mr. Y.S. Trivedi, Mr. Mohammed Alshawish, Mr. Vikramjit Sahney, Mr. Mohammed Al Naqi & 
Mr. Ashish Sabharwal 

Award time for Vikramjit Sahney - 'Special Music Award' for Tere Ishq Nachaya

t w e n t y  C E O s  f r o m  

thirteen Arab countries 

participated and interac-

ted with over three 

hundred Indian counter-

parts to discuss projects 

worth billions of dollors in 

both India and the Arab 

region thus making it an 

enabling platform to 

discuss multi-directional 

flow of investments and business proposals. 

Delegates from Arab League who participated in the conclave 

included H.E. Sheikha Lubna Bint Khalid Al Qasimi, Minister of 

Foreign Trade, UAE; H.E. Fawzi F Hariri, Minister of Industry & 

Minerals, Iraq; H.E. Khalid Mohammed Al-Sulaiman, Sr. Vice 

Minister of Commerce & Industry for Industrial Affairs, Saudi 

Arabia; Mr. Mohammed Alshawish, representative of the Arab 

Organisation for Mining & Industry; Mr. Mohammed Al Naqi, 

representative of Arab Ambassadors Union and Mr. Saleh 

Aladdad, Director General Marketing & Information Dept., 

Saudi Fund for Development/Saudi Export Program.

minute it hit the music world. It was, therefore, hardly surprising 
when it bagged the awards in the category of best choreography, 
best music video and best music album. 

The versatility and vibrancy of Punjabi songs in the album “Tere 
Ishq Nachaya” has universal appeal irrespective of the individual 
language preferences in music. The videos of this album 
dominated the visual channels the world over for over five 
months. The album had also been credited with slot three for 
over four weeks on India's top ten music. Various radio channels 
such as Radio City, Fever 104 and Red FM had aired the songs 
like 'Tere Ishq Nachaya, “Kamli”, and remix of Kamli from the 
album for a long time.

PTC Punjabi Music Awards is not just an event but a festival that 
showcases and recognises the best of the year's Punjabi Music - 
the singers, the music composers, the choreographers - 
displaying the best of Punjab to the World... . The award 
ceremony that was held in Jalandhar was the culmination of 
voting by viewers and eminent music personalities combined. 
The winners were declared during the LIVE TELECAST of the PTC 
PUNJABI MUSIC AWARDS night. The on – ground ceremony 
featured Live Performances by prominent artistes from the 
music world. 
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MARCH 19, 2010

Luncheon meeting with Ambassador 
Robert O Blake, US Assistant Secretary 
of State for South and Central Asian 
Affairs was held on March 19, 2010 at 
Federation House, New Delhi.

Participation of Vikramjit Sahney as 
speaker on above occasion had 
important dimensions as Sr. Vice 
President, SAARC. Vikramjit stated that 
India has always taken initiative in 
strengthening economic relations 
between India and Pakistan. But due to 
the tumultuous situation in Pakistan 
which created fear psychosis amongst 
Indian exporters and importers, India-
Pakistan trade may suffer . Strained 
economic relations between India and 
Pakistan have affected the SAFTA 
agreement. 

Vikramjit also stated that at present 
there are no joint ventures between India and Pakistan although 
there is huge potential for the same in many fields including 
information technology, food processing, textiles, drugs and 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, auto-ancillary, light engineering, 

Luncheon Meeting with Ambassador Robert O Blake

JUNE 6-7 

India - Singapore Trade and Investment Business Forum was held 

on 7th June, 2010 at Hotel Shangri –La Singapore on the sidelines 

of the passage of the Queen's Baton 2010, which arrived in 

Singapore from Norfolk Island via Brisbane. The forum was 

India-Singapore Trade & Investment Forum on the Sidelines of Baton's arrival in Singapore 

Vikramjit Singh Sahney making a point on South Asia.
Seated on Dais L to R - Onkar Singh Kanwar, Robert O Blake, Dr. Mitra and Mr. Topa.

Empowered India with Shri Kamal Nath Minister for Road, Transport & Highway. (from L to R) Vikramjit S. Sahney, Alka Lamba; H.E. Dr. Raghavan-High Commissioner of 
India to Singapore & H.E. Mr. Zainul Abidin Rasheed – Sr. Minister of State for Foreign 
Affairs, Singapore on occasion of the dinner reception hosted during the arrival of 
Queen’s Baton in Singapore 

plastics and power. He also apprised Ambassador Blake about 
excellent people to people relations and bonding between two 
neighbouring countries that can provide firm basis for peace and 
prosperity in the region.

organized by FICCI, (Federation of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry) in collaboration with Singapore 

Business Federation and the High Commission of India in 

Singapore.
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Felicitating honoured guests

DECEMBER 4, 2009

On the occasion of International Fertiliser Conference organised 

by Fertilizer Association of India (FAI) that was held from 

International Fertiliser Conference, Hyderabad

Deep in Thought – L to R Karan Thakral, Vikram Sahney, Shri Kamal Nath, H.E. Dr. Raghawan & Brahm Dutt

The keynote address at the Forum was delivered by Shri Kamal 

Nath, Hon'ble Minister for Road, Transport and Highways, 

Government of India. He began by pointing out to the strength of 

Asian economies, which as the Minister stressed, managed to 

escape the “economic tsunami” that engulfed many major 

Western nations. “When we look westwards,” Minister Nath 

noted, “we see governments giving money to banks; here in 

East Asia, we see banks giving money to governments.”

In his welcome remarks, Vikramjit Singh Sahney, Co-Chairman, 

Commonwealth Business Club of India, Sr Executive Member, 

FICCI and Corporate President, Sun International appreciated 

the quantum leap that the Singapore - India economic 

relationship has taken. “I feel there lies immense potential for 

increasing the items in the trade basket in the new areas where 

opportunities for cooperation exist - Infrastructure including 

Special Economic zones, Hospitality, Logistics, Tourism, 

Education and Retail, amongst others”, 

Vikramjit Sahney also extended an invitation to Singapore 

community to the major business conclave being organised by 

CBCI & Global Sports Summit- “TURF- 2010” - convention on the 

business of sports being held between 30th september – 4th 

october, 2010 in New Delhi, as a curtain raiser to 

Commonwealth Games 2010 Delhi besides opening ceremony 

and sports galore.

December 03 to December 05, 2009 in Hyderabad, Vikramjit 

Sahney hosted a gala Indo-South Africa Cultural evening to 

welcome the delegates on December 4, 2009 at Hotel Marriott, 
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Hyderabad. The event held a strategic significance for all 

delegates of the conference as it was a befitting platform for 

major producers, buyers as well as high ranking officials, 

shipping magnates and eminent personalities from all over the 

globe to interact under informal umbrella of symphony. 

The event showcased nawabi decor with Indian culture 

exhibiting the rich colours of universe as a mosaic of Indian 

Vikramjit Sahney with special Guests of Honour. 

In conversation with Azim Premji, Chairman-
Wipro

Dinner Meeting hosted to honour HRH The Prince Andrew, Duke of York, KG and the UK Special 
Representative for Trade and Investment, on 10th March at Villa Medici, Hotel Taj Mahal, New Delhi

Felicitating Amarjit S. Chandhiok on his being 
appointed Additional solicitor General of India

Vikramjit Sahney humbly receives “Sikh Gaurav 2009” – Life Time 

Achievement Award from Sr. Avtar S. Makad, President SGPC

Joining in celebration, amongst others are, Madame Lui, 
Alfred Pitse, A. Vellayan, Gideon Skhosana & Vikramjit Sahney

Memorable Moments

costumes depicted through various forms of dance and colorful 

fashion ensemble. The musical evening followed by cocktails 

and dinner was an excellent environment for guests to take their 

interactions to affiliation of higher value and eminence. 

Vikramjit Sahney has been hosting cultural evenings and gala 

dinners and extending his warm hospitality to the delegates at 

each FAI annual conference for past two decades.
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JANUARY 7, 2010

It was yet again the time to welcome distinguished 
parliamentarians, NRIs and PIOs from across globe when 
Vikramjit Sahney hosted and felicitated them at Hotel Le-
Meridien on the evening of January 7, 2010. 

The galaxy of parliamentarians and dignitaries who graced the 
occasion included Baroness Sandip Verma, Lord Karan 
Billimoria, Lord Diljit Singh Rana, Harinder Jit Singh Thakhar, 
Dr. Ruby Dhalla, Surina & H.S. Narula, Raj Loomba, J.S. Sachar. 
Sr. Tarlochan Singh, Dr. Surinder P.S. Pruthy, Sr. Kulwant S. Kohli 
and Sr. Joginder Singh.

Vikramjit Sahney felicitated the members of parliaments, of 
Indian origin, from all over the globe in appreciation of their 
involvement in empowering their country of origin through 
building strong and enduring bonds of friendship & co-operation 
between either side of the governments & people. As an active 
promoter of social and cultural relations of India with countries 
like South Africa, UK, Canada, Mauritius etc where large ethnic 
population is settled, Vikramjit Sahney welcomed his illustrious 
guests and rose up to add, “You are the shining example 
demonstrating that multiculturalism is a viable model for 
peaceful coexistence in societies that are multi-ethnic, multi-
religious and multi-lingual. Achieving the milestone success in 
your own lands is reflective of values that we in India cherish; 
your accommodative approach to diversity of religious and 
cultural preferences and functioning politics has proved that a 

Felicitating the Parliamentarians of Indian Origin

Bonding with the land of their origin are proud NRI parliamentarians

Presenting Bouquet to Dr. Ruby Dhalla, MP from Canada

Vikramjit Sahney with 
fashion guru Rohit Bal

Vikramjit Sahney welcoming 
Anita Singhvi with flowers

convergence of values of approaches is possible.”

Dr. Ruby Dhalla mentioned that the times were changing for the 
Punjabi community living in other countries. Naming of hospital 
as “Guru Nanak Hospital” in Brampton-Springdale, shows how 
the community was being 
accepted and doing well in 
Canada. She also spoke 
passionately about the 
warmth of Punjabis & her 
love for the country. She 
also added, “ India is a part 
of my roots. We are 
f o r t u n a t e  t o  h a v e  
numerous artists and 
p e r f o r m e r s  c o m e  t o  
Canada & connect with Indian diaspora with their roots.” 

The evening witnessed extraordinary display of oratory skills and 
witty disposition coupled with bountiful passion when each 
pledged in his or her own way to strengthen the bonding 
between their land of origin and the place that is their homeland 
now. Everyone vowed to work towards abridging the gap 
between great wealth and dehumanizing poverty facing each 
country and bring their areas to a path of inclusive growth. 

The evening culminated in everyone bonding together with stars 
of hope in their eyes and determination towards a better society 
in their resolve.

'SUKRITI 2010' ANNUAL GRADUATING FASHION SHOW OF INIFD – DESIGN INSTITUTE OF SUN FOUNDATION
DATE : JUNE 19, 2010

Rohit Bal, Leena Singh- ace designers, Dr. Mohamed Marzouk & Dr. 
Mohamed Higazy – ambassadors of Tunisia & Arab Republic of 
Egypt Mrs. Kiran Chopra of Punjab Kesri and Mrs. Anita Singhvi were 
some of celebrities who graced the occasion of Annual Graduating 
Fashion Show 'Sukriti 2010' for INIFD 
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Sun Foundation, a charitable institution, was founded 
in 1998 at the instance of Vikramjit Sahney.  It has been 
engaged in a number of welfare activities providing 
support to less-privileged sections of society and to 
victims of natural and man-made disasters.    Vikramjit 
Sahney, President of the Foundation, is the major force 
behind its activities.

Angels of Sun, an education home for destitute 
children, is an ambitious project of Sun Foundation.  It 
is located in a campus of about one acre in Bhondsi 
village in Gurgaon district.  The primary objective of 
the Home is to provide care and support to under-
privileged children from very poor sections of society 
who have lost either one or both the parents and who may never have access to proper 
education, nutritious food and opportunity to grow up as valuable members of society.

Angels of Sun is a free, fully residential institution and has the infrastructure to 
accommodate about 100 children with all necessary facilities including study rooms, 
library, playground, rooms for vocational training, medical care, etc.  All facilities are 
provided to children free of charge.

Proudly standing amongst the differently abled budding designers from Taare Zameen Par 
– free vocational training institute of Sun Foundation are Vikramjit Sahney & Rohit Ball

A star constellation from different segments including Dr. Mohamed Higazy & Dr. 
Mohamed Marzouk; Rohit Bal & Leena Singh along with Vikramjit Sahney

Vikramjit Sahney along with Rohit Bal - ace designer & Dr. 
Mohamed Higazy – ambassador of Arab Republic of Egypt, 
at the ‘Lamp Lighting’ ceremony on the occasion of Annual 
Graduating Fashion Show ‘Sukriti 2010’ for INIFD

This Annual Graduating Fashion Show 
'Sukriti 2010' for INIFD (our design 
institute) was held on Saturday June 19, 
2010 at NCUI Auditorium, Khelgaon Road, 
New Delhi. On the road to committing 
themselves to the blooming Fashion 
Industry in India, INIFD Hauz Khas Final 
Year Fashion Design Students presented a 
total of nineteen graduating collections in 
front of various eminent personalities 
from the Fashion Industry, Media and 
Embassies alike. Some of the collections 
that were critically acclaimed were 
Metamorphosis ,  R io-de-express ,  
Harmony of Wrath, Resham di dor, 

First batch of Angel of Sun children alongwith 
Col. Joshi, the administrator & surviving parents

Angels of Sun – Education Home for Destitute Children

Kathputli, Jharokha etc.

There was also a special collection 
presented by the Differently Albed Youth 
who are being trained under the free 
vocational training center called 'Taare 
Zameen Par' which is a part of various 
Social Responsibilities undertaken by 
Sun Foundation headed by its chairman, 
Padmashri Vikramjit Singh Sahney. 

The sizable presence of eminent 
personalities gave great source of 
strength and inspiration to the budding 
designers and faculty alike who are 
contributing to the development of the 
Indian Fashion Industry.
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In a splendid “Achievers' Award & Graduating 
Ceremony” of Taare Zameen Par, vocational 
training Centre run by Sun Foundation, Vikramjit 
Sahney, as President of the foundation felicitated 
differently abled students as its True 'Achievers' in 
the august presence of Mrs. Sheila Dikshit the 
Hon'ble Chief Minister of Delhi, on 20th February 
2010 at the National Museum, Janpath, New 
Delhi. The event was livened up by a vivid cultural 
programme including a Bhangra performance, 
orchestra, aerobics and an exhibition of products 
crafted by special children. 

"Taare Zameen Par" was especially proud to host & 
felicitate (with gold medals, certificates & cash prize) youth like 
Diwakar of SAREGAMA fame. Besides there were also Anjum 
Sayyed- gold medalist in a well known International Event called 
Abilympics; Kajal - performed in the House of Commons in UK, 

World Bank; Pradeep Raj , an international table-tennis player 
and winner of several awards in Paralympic sports with 62% 
disability due to Polio on both legs; Divanshu contested at 
National level in Art competition where he won 'Gold Medal', 
besides several others. 

Achievers' Award' & 'Graduating Ceremony' of 'Taare Zameen Par'

Disability is not inability as the youth proved in their 'Mast Bhangra'

Pledging together to make the difference in the lives of differently abled youth through 
the means of “inclusion leaving behind seclusion”(from L to R) – Mrs. Bhardwaj, Baba 
Mohinder Singh, Sr. Ranjit Baxi, Smt. Sheila Dikshit, Vikramjit Sahney  & Shri KTS Tulsi

All engrossed in the performances by youth of  "Taare Zameen Par".

Affectionately yours! Smt. Sheila Dikshit & Vikramjit Sahney 
are all love for kajal at award ceremony of Taare Zameen Par

Open admiration for Diwakar as he receives his award from 
Smt. Sheila Dikshit & Vikramjit Sahney

Honouring Smt. Sheila Dikshit with flowers

On the occasion, Vikramjit Singh Sahney, as Chairman, Sun 
Foundation stressed -“These children are really talented and all 
they need is some love and support from people. It is a pleasure 
to award youth like these who prove to us time and again that 

disability is not an inability. They have attained an exemplary 
status in society by turning around their adverse conditions to 
their advantage with sheer determination and courage. This is 
just a drop in the ocean. There is a lot more to do and we will 
continue our movement with unwavering faith.”
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A successful entrepreneur and a master singer – the man 
behind the video,  public interest message & 
documentary and in this lyrical tribute 'Babula' to the 
campaign against female foeticide, Vikramjit Sahney has 
brought forth all above in his commitment to the burning 
cause “Save the Girl Child” that has spread as an epidemic 
regardless of class, caste, region or nation. 

While kickstarting the campaign launched by Vikramjit as 
President of Sun Foundation, Priyanka Chopra, Ms. World 
1999 & bollywood celebrity addressed passionately the 
overwhelming audience and media, “I feel greatly 
privileged to be invited for this prestigious launch of very 
valuable component in human lives, that is humane 
values. I would like to thank Padma Shri Vikramjit Sahney 
for giving me an opportunity to fulfill my dream of what I 

hold in highest 
esteem and that 
is to contribute 
my utmost by 
advocating the 
cause “Save the 
Girl Child”. She 
further added ,  
“News of  Sun 
Foundation being 
involved in a lot of 

charitable projects and campaigns kept trickling down to 
my ears time and again. So when I was approached to 

 Release of Video Song & Public Interest Message 
on 'Save The Girl Child' by Vikramjit Sahney & Priyanka Chopra as Brand Ambassador
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Proudly launching the campaign ‘Save the Girl Child’ from L to R – 
Daisy Sahney, Priyanka Chopra, Dr. Chopra & Vikramjit Sahney

Priyanka Chopra & Vikramjit Sahney together with Dr. Chopra & Atul Churamani, CEO 
SAREGAMA on the occasion of launch of the campaign ‘Save the Girl Child’

Priyanka Chopra & Vikramjit in a moment of 
pride & delight 

endorse a Public Interest Message (PIM) on the cause of 
'Save the Girl Child', I needed no further persuasion to 
that. In fact, I took this as a privilege to contribute my bit 
to the burning issue.  In this PIM, I ask a very candid 
question, “How can you even explain female foeticide?” 
In my opinion, each one of us need to quiz ourselves for an 
answer to that!”

Speaking on the occasion, Vikramjit said, “we boast of 
being product of a Nation that is credited being second to 
none in humanity and yet here, 'The Girl Child' is a victim of 
gender discrimination. The procreator and mother of 
tomorrow, is today one of the gravest concerns facing 
humanity. Although, Nature intended the womb to be a 

safe space, today in an alarming number of cases it has 
become the most unsafe space for the female child.  
Ironically, as income levels increase, sex determination and 
sex selection is increasing. The most influential pockets 
have the worst sex ratios. Birth elimination of the female 
child after sex selection is prevalent even amongst the 
educated and therefore the problem is not only due to lack 
of education. It is time we stood up and revolted against the 
sections of society involved in such 'sanitized barbarism' 
and make this world a safe haven for 'Girl Child'. We have to 
work proactively on the theme for the 2010 International 
Women's Day which is 'Equal rights, equal opportunities: 
progress for all". 

Incidentally, the PIM & documentary as also the song 
'Babula' have been running in various cinema halls and 
electronic channels for spreading awareness on this issue.
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